Airport transportation:
1) There are nonstop trains every 30 min to/from Domodedovo, Vnukovo and Sheremetevo
airports called Aeroexpress,
https://aeroexpress.ru/en/aero.html (English)
https://aeroexpress.ru/ (Russian)
There are also mobile and e-tickets you can purchase in advance from the abovementioned site.
All the trains arrive to stations with easy change to circle line of Moscow Metro. Take metro (circle
line) to Oktyabrskaya station to reach hotel Akademicheskaya.
2) There are also buses from each airport to Moscow to different metro stations, please have a
look at the airport websites. However, this takes much more time to come by bus, especially
in rush hours.
3) Getting from Zhukovsky airport – see
https://zia-aeroport.ru/kak-dobratsya-do-aeroporta-zhukovskiy-na-obshhestvennomtransporte/
There is an express bus 441 arriving to metro Kotelniki (travel time 30-60 min). Take a
metro, change to circle line at Taganskaya station, and then go to Oktyabrskaya station.
Metro: the scheme is at http://news.metro.ru/19/mm20190330.jpg (Russian and English). The
connections to the airports are shown in this map.
See http://mosmetro.ru/tariffs/unity/ (Russian only) to learn about different tickets and their prices.
Metro ticket is also valid in a bus but the bus trip is counted as a separate trip.
Hotel:
Most school participants will stay at hotel Akademicheskaya just near metro station Oktyabrskaya
(circle line and orange line),
The address is Moscow, 1 Donskaya st. / Москва ул. Донская д.1.
The location at the map is shown in
https://akademical.maanhotels.ru/contacts/ (Russian)
https://www.akademical.maanhotels.ru/en/ (English)
Venue:
Marchuk Institute of Numerical Mathematics RAS (INM RAS). http://www.inm.ras.ru
The address is 8 Gubkina / ул. Губкина 8

Getting from hotel Akademicheskaya to INM RAS:
See the itinerary description with pictures attached in a presentation. Also, you can use
https://maps.yandex.ru (Russian) or google.com to draw itinerary. Travel time is 25-30 min.
Cross the Leninski prospect by underground passage in front of Oktyabrskaya metro (circle line),
then take buses 111,144,144k, M4, M1 or trolleybus 4. The stop is ‘Univermag Moskva’/
Универмаг Москва. The buses 144 and 144k are generally faster because they have less stops than
others do. Cross the Leninski prospect by underground passage and continue by Gubkina st. INM
RAS will be on your right.
Emergency phone: 112, Police: 102
Questions on how to get to the INM only – Rostislav Fadeev +7 9261297610

